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Quote:

Captain_Jack wrote:
If that is your intent then why do your images look over filtered and under worked. From the way you
talk, you would think your great but your best image is just average. Your ego seems to be far bigger
then your skill at manips and when someone gives you an honest critique you come up with excuses
of why your mediocre image is great. When it obviously is not.

Being that I am still on probation, I will reply in a more mature manner. Perhaps, you woke up a bit
grumpy and in the mood to pick a fight. Therefore i will excuse your presumptuousness this time. 
Perhaps you should have taken the time to read my last post IN ITS ENTIRETY, ......go ahead, read
it again; I'll wait....... Now, hopefully, THIS TIME you didn't miss the part where I modestly stated
regarding my manipping skills:  "I know I still have a LONG way to go." Just because my "idea of a
manip" is for it to be very realistic, that doesn't mean that I am stating that my manips are that
way....yet. That is simply my goal, to be able EVENTUALLY, to produce manips of that quality.
Therefore, you wrongly assumed that I have an ego regarding my skills. Honestly, I don't get where
you got the idea that i feel that I'm so great. See what happens when you ASSUME? 
Critique? I welcome it. That's how I've been learning and how I've gotten this far. So yes, as long as
it's critique and not mean-spirited belittling, I look forward to it.
Now, you are correct in stating that my skills are mediocre. But being that I have only first started
using computer art programs less than a year ago and with no training, I think I'm doing pretty well
thus far. Infact, even tho I am still very new to manipping, I have noticed that there are quit a few
manips submitted (sorry guys) that are ALOT worst than mine. And they've been manipping for much
longer than I have. Therefore, I am confident that WITH TIME, I will be among the ranks of THE FEW
great manippers here at heromorph such as JrMcDeath and others. Funny tho,... I checked to see
YOUR art skills Captain Crunch, ...sorry, couldn't help it.... and I haven't found any manips posted by
you ... hmmm? Makes me wonder... how come? Do YOU have any manipping skills so that you can
critique MY new and still-developing manipping skills? Well, hopefully you do. and hopefully theyre
better than mine. If so, great! But if not.... then you obviously wouldnt be qualified to speak about my
skills, now would you? Oh, and smile. being a grump will only add wrinkles.   
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